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Physics 3710 – Problem Set #10    Relativistic gravity, III 
 

















λe  to find the 
speed, β , with which this galaxy is receding from Earth. 
 
2.  Given that the universe scale factor is now 1, find  a  for this galaxy.  (Equation (2), GR7, p4.)   
 
3.  What would the CMB temperature have been for this galaxy when it emitted the light we 
detect now? (GR8, p2) 
 
4.  Assume the universe contained only matter and vacuum-energy but with  Ωm = 0.27  and 









∫ tH0 .  Use 
the best-measured value of  H0  in the table on Gr9, p6. 
 
 
  (Note: according to Mathematica 
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